Thesis Errata

Mast Cell Activation Disorders
A Liaison between Anaphylaxis and Mastocytosis

by Theo Gülen

Page 23, figure 8, last line  "cromolyn soodium” should be ”cromolyn sodium”

Page 28, first paragraph, line 9 “To date, over 150 of the...” should be “To date, 145 of the...”

Page 39, first paragraph, line 5 “…patients with SM (28%)” should be “…patients with SM (22%).”

Page 44, line 8 Reference lacking should be “...of intervention (320).”


Page 45, paragraph 1, line 8 “…that have a sBT levels between...” should be “…that have sBT levels between...”

Page 49, line 7 “…significantly more prevalence...” should be “…significantly more prevalent...”

Page 52, line 9 “…before they to go...” should be “…before they go...”